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Chapter 413
However, Wayne Lin didn’t pay attention to him at all, and drank tea on his own.

Wayne Lin’s ignoring gesture deeply irritated him, and his face became gloomy.

“I’m talking to you, are you deaf?” Lu Fan said coldly, his tone of anger revealed.

Wayne Lin slowly put the teacup down, leaned on the sofa, looked at him, and said, “I
will not leave her.”

Lu Fan sneered, “So, you don’t give me Lu Fan face anymore? Lin, I advise you not to
mistake yourself! My uncle is Origin City Lord Lu Yingjie!”

When he said this, he straightened his waist, his face full of arrogance, in the eyes of
the other Taoists, he was extraordinary.

However, for Wayne Lin, it was just a clown, no different from the ants crawling on the
ground. Just kidding, he is a terrifying existence that even Brian Gu and Wu Meizi can
beat to death by a small character like Lu Fan.

“So?” Wayne Lin said leisurely.

Lu Fan felt Wayne Lin’s contempt for him, and was extremely annoyed. As the nephew
of the city lord Lu Yingjie, he was always in awe wherever he went. Whoever saw him
was not always respectful. As a result, this guy in front of him, It is unforgivable to dare
to despise him!

“You are looking for death, do you know?” Lu Fan said these words almost gritted his
teeth.

“Master Lu, what do you do with so much rubbish nonsense, just be honest with you!”



“Yeah, Lord Lu, with your identity and this kind of rubbish nonsense, didn’t you tarnish
your identity! Let us brothers take action, beat him up, and throw it out!”

Three young Taoists geared their hands around Wayne Lin, staring at him, trying to
make Wayne Lin rough.

As the Tao family, they have now become Lu Fan’s lackeys.

Wayne Lin’s expression is a bit weird. These guys are not even ordinary warriors. They
are just ordinary people, and they are ordinary people with relatively weak physique. At
first glance, they know that they are the master of Ye Ye Sheng Ge. They have long
been hollowed out by the wine. Body, such rubbish, let alone three, even if it were three
hundred, it didn’t threaten him at all.

“I advise you not to act rashly.” Wayne Lin frowned and said.

When they saw Wayne Lin saying this, they thought Wayne Lin was scared, and they all
started to laugh inwardly, “Why, now they know that they are scared?”

“Unfortunately, I thought how hard his bones were. Now we are afraid before we start,
haha.”

“It’s okay if we don’t want to do anything. Kneel down and apologize to Lu Gongzi. We
can look at Lu Gongzi’s face and let you go for the time being.”

The other Tao family members also looked at Wayne Lin jokingly. In their eyes, Wayne
Lin had become a rubbish.

Wayne Lin: “…”

He felt very speechless. Tao Sanniang had a high IQ and was well-educated. Why are
all of her family members so brain-disabled?

But he is also embarrassed now, anyway, these are Tao Sanniang’s family members, is
it really impossible for him to deal with ordinary people? In his capacity as an
extraordinary master, it is really unsightly to deal with ordinary people.

But if you don’t make a move, letting these people offend him is not his character.



Just when he was embarrassed, Tao Sanniang came out, accompanied by her
impatient voice, “Mom, you don’t need to say, anyway, what I promised you has already
been done. Now I have found a boyfriend. Next You don’t care about me!”

Tao Sanniang came out of the room and saw Wayne Lin surrounded by a group of
people. Several of the young men were still flexing their hands. She was about to be
violent towards Wayne Lin. She immediately speeded up and said angrily, “Hey, What
are you doing!”

The three young Taoists saw Tao San

Mother came out with an expression of unwillingness on her face. Unfortunately, before
they had time to teach Wayne Lin, Sister Yu Rong came out!

“You didn’t do it?”

After Tao Sanniang came over, she asked Wayne Lin worriedly.

Wayne Lin shook her head and said no. Tao Sanniang breathed a sigh of relief. She
knew Wayne Lin’s horror. Once Wayne Lin started, the more than 20 people in this
house, tied together, were not enough for Wayne Lin to punch.

However, they didn’t know the truth yet, and pointed to Wayne Lin and said, “If you are
lucky, Sister Yu Rong has come out, otherwise you will feel better!”

Wayne Lin was still helpless about this.

Tao Sanniang glared at the few people fiercely, and cursed: “You are impatient, right?
Fortunately, you didn’t do it, otherwise the gods won’t be able to save you!”

“Cut, ghost letter.”

“Sister Yu Rong just brags.”

“Just this Lin, I can hit ten with one hand.”

The young Taoists all expressed their disdain and sneered.



But Tao Sanniang was very angry, and at the same time she felt even more guilty of
Wayne Lin. She didn’t expect to encounter such a thing when she came back this time.
With Wayne Lin’s current status and strength, she came here to feel angry. I am
wronged by Wayne Lin!

Tao Sanniang held Wayne Lin’s hand, apologizing, and said softly: “I’m sorry Wayne,
I’ve made you wronged.”

Wayne Lin smiled and said, “If I have been wronged, you just need to handle your
affairs.”

“Hmm!” Tao Sanniang showed a happy smile and nodded vigorously.

Lu Fan, who was on the side, saw that they were so affectionate and didn’t put him in
his eyes at all. His face was crooked with anger and gritted his teeth.

Peng Yulu walked over and said: “Yu Rong, Mom doesn’t make it difficult for you. Tell
me about this person next to you, what does he do, and how much money he can make
in a year? Don’t blame mom for the reality, your dad left early. It was Mom who worked
so hard to bring you to this age, and it’s time for Mom to retire and enjoy the blessing!”

Tao Sanniang said, “Mom, don’t worry about that. Wayne is the chairman of the three
major companies in Hwadrid, with a net worth of over 10 billion yuan. There is
absolutely no problem in supporting our family.”

Everyone was stunned for a moment. They didn’t expect Tao Sanniang to say
something like this. The chairman of the three big companies has a net worth of over
tens of billions. What kind of concept is this!

Lu Fan immediately sneered with disdain, “Haha, Yu Rong, I said you have to find
someone reliable if you are joking! Just like him, is the chairman of three big
companies? Are you worth more than ten billion? When are we all fools?”

After Lu Fan said this, everyone else came to realize that, yes, Wayne Lin is so
ordinary, at first glance it is a hanging silk, without the slightest extravagance, compared
with Lu Fan, how can such a person be worthy The big boss of tens of billions!



Peng Yulu’s face sank, and she said, “Tao Yurong, mom is serious about you, don’t
laugh at me! Come on, what does he do, let me tell you, mom’s requirements are not
low, if one year Mom doesn’t look down on those who make less than ten million!”

Tao Sanniang said, “Mom, what did I lie to you for? Wayne Lin is really the big boss. If
you don’t believe me, you should call and ask friends in Huarvell. The main name is
Wayne Lin, you must all know.”

Seeing Tao Sanniang so sure, Peng Yulu was a little shaken, is it possible that this guy
who looks so ugly is really a big boss?

Just when she was about to make a call, Wayne Lin frowned suddenly, looked at the
door, and said to Tao Sanniang, “Someone is here, does your Tao family have
enemies?”

Tao Sanniang was stunned and said: “No…”

However, as soon as her voice fell, she heard a loud bang, the door was violently kicked
open, and a group of people walked in from the outside.

Chapter 414
The movement was so loud that everyone in the room was shocked, especially Lu Fan,
who was drinking tea leisurely, was so scared that he swallowed a mouthful of hot tea
and screamed hot.

When Peng Yulu saw this group of people coming in, she immediately became
annoyed, slammed the table, and cursed loudly: “Hey! Who are you that kicked my door
badly and want to die!”

There are about ten people in this group, all men in suits. The man in the middle looks
at his thirties, a brand-name suit and sunglasses on his face, and he knows that he is
not a good person. It’s a big shot.

As for the group of suits behind him, they are also very prestigious.

After they entered, the aura immediately covered the entire house, and the originally
angry Tao family members were immediately suppressed.



Especially for a middle-aged man. He turned pale when he saw this group of people
coming in. He hurriedly hid behind the others, afraid to run out, for fear of being
discovered.

“I’m here to find Tao Ziqiang, let him get out of me.”

The man in the suit and sunglasses said in a very flat tone, with a faint smile on his
face, as if he was chatting with an old friend.

Everyone was stunned for a moment, and then turned their eyes to Tao Ziqiang who
was hiding behind him!

Tao Ziqiang was discovered in an instant, his face was extremely pale, his face was full
of fear, and his feet were even swinging.

At this time, he had to bite the bullet and walked out and said: “Ding, Ding, are you
here?”

The man in the suit and sunglasses looked at Tao Ziqiang, took off the sunglasses, and
said with a smile, “Tao Ziqiang, you are not so courageous, you dare to hang up my
phone, do you think you are hiding here, I just Can’t find you?”

The man in the suit and sunglasses was smiling on his face, but he was very gloomy,
and there was no smile in his eyes, which made people look creepy. In an instant, Tao
Ziqiang’s face became paler, his legs swaying wildly.

“Ding Dingding, Ding Ding, I didn’t mean to avoid you, I really have no money, please
can you…”

Before Tao Ziqiang finished speaking, he was punched in the face by the man in a suit
and sunglasses. With great strength, he directly knocked Tao Ziqiang into the air and fell
to the ground screaming.

The other Tao family members were taken aback, and soon they reacted. Some men
immediately stood up, pointed at the man in suit and sunglasses, and said, “Hey! You
are so brave, you dare to break into our Tao’s house and beat others. , I think you are
tired of living!!!”



“What are you doing so much nonsense with them, just f*ck the guy, kick them out, and
call the police!”

“Yes, report to the police. They are going into the room and beating people. It is a
criminal case and must be sentenced to jail!”

The other Tao family members started to call the police.

But the man in the suit and sunglasses was not afraid. Instead, he sneered even more
and said to Tao Ziqiang, “Tao Ziqiang, I think you are impatient with your life, and you
want to call the police? Okay, then you call the police and give it a try!”

Tao Ziqiang seemed to know that the other party had a great background. After hearing
this, his face became paler with fright. He quickly said, “Don’t call the police! Call the
police and it will be over! Our Tao family will be over!”

Those Tao people who originally wanted to call the police realized that something was
wrong when Tao Ziqiang was so panicked. The other party might really be a big man!

Tao Ziqiang was originally a big boss. At his peak, he could make three or four million
yuan a year. He was quite prestigious in the Tao family. They had never seen Tao
Ziqiang so scared.

Look like.

So those people dare not call the police anymore.

Peng Yulu stood up and frowned and said, “Self-improvement, what is your situation?
Who are the other people asking? Why did you find our home?”

Tao Ziqiang swallowed. Now he was panicked and said, “Sister-in-law, it’s complicated
to say, Ding is always a big man. I owe him a sum of money and I have to pay it back.”

Peng Yulu asked: “Then how much do you owe him?”

Tao Ziqiang put up a finger, trembling, and trembling slightly, Peng Yulu immediately
said in surprise: “Ten million?! Self-improvement, you are not a good company, how can
you borrow so much money!”



At this time, the man in a suit and sunglasses came out and said, “Ten million? Humph!
If it’s only ten million, would I f*cking chase him like that? He owes me 100 million!”

One billion!

When this number was spoken, the Tao family gasped in an instant, and Tao Ziqiang’s
face was full of depression and pain, one hundred million, for him, it was an
astronomical figure, and he would not be clear in his life. !

Even Lu Fan was taken aback.

Don’t think he is the nephew of the city lord Lu Yingjie, but he is also a
second-generation ancestor. He doesn’t have much abilities. A hundred million pairs are
also a big number, and he can’t get it out.

Peng Yulu poked Tao Ziqiang’s forehead and said: “Zhiqiang! How can you owe so
much money, 100 million, how can you pay it back!”

Tao Ziqiang said bitterly: “I really owe him only 30 million. Of this one billion li, 70 million
is in interest, and I have already paid back more than 10 million.”

When the other Tao family members heard this, they opened their mouths in surprise.

Even Tao Sanniang frowned, this interest is too high, the principal amount of 30 million
has rolled to more than one billion?

The man in suit and sunglasses snorted and said, “Tao Ziqiang, today is the last day. If
you still don’t have to pay, then you go to death, I will chop you into pieces and throw
them into my fish tank to feed the fish!”

When Tao Ziqiang heard this, he was frightened and weakened.

At this moment, his gaze saw Lu Fan on the side with hope in his eyes. He rushed over,
took Lu Fan’s hand, and said excitedly: “Master Lu! You are the nephew of Lord City
Lord, help me. Right! They are illegal loan sharks. Now they threaten me. You have
seen it. Help me, okay?”

Lu Fan was pulled by Tao Ziqiang, and he frowned. He didn’t expect to encounter such
a thing again.



However, he saw the admiration of other Tao family members, and his heart was
moved, especially Tao Sanniang’s eyes were placed on him, which made him float.

Tao Ziqiang was about to kneel down for him, and the other Tao family members also
asked him for help, saying all kinds of flattering words, and flattered him particularly
comfortably.

Peng Yulu also came over and said, “Master Lu, you are the nephew of Lord City Lord,
with a distinguished status. If you can help us, I think Yu Rong will admire you too!”

“Ahem!” Lu Fan was said so, his tail was about to rise, and he said proudly: “Well, since
Aunt Peng said this, I would naturally not stand by.”

Then, he walked out and deliberately glanced at Wayne Lin, full of contempt, and then
said to the man in suit and sunglasses, “Hey, Ding always, give me a face, forget it
today.”

The man in a suit and sunglasses looked at him as if looking at him and said: “Who are
you, want me to give you face?”

Chapter 415
The man in the suit and sunglasses didn’t give Lu Fan any face, making Lu Fan very
faceless in an instant. The corners of his mouth twitched twice, especially when Tao
Sanniang was here, his face was even more unbearable, and he said with a cold face. :
“Hey, show me respect when you speak!”

Then he straightened his waist, coughed twice, and said proudly: “My name is Lu Fan,
the vice president of Chenxi Group!”

However, the man in the suit and sunglasses sneered disdainfully, “I haven’t heard of
any shit Chenxi Group. Hurry up and roll aside for Laozi, or I will throw you to feed the
fish!”

The man in a suit and sunglasses had a tough attitude, and he cursed at Lu Fan’s nose.

Now Lu Fan’s expression became even more unbearable. The other Taoists in the room
looked at him with suspicion, especially Tao Sanniang’s sneered expression, which



made him even more uncomfortable. He immediately increased his voice and said in
annoyance: “You are so courageous, even I dare to threaten? It seems that you are
living impatiently!”

The man in the suit and sunglasses was a little bit embarrassed when he saw Lu Fan’s
so confident. Could it be that Lu Fan is really a big man he can’t provoke?

So he asked in a deep voice: “Dare to ask you who?”

Seeing that the man in suit and sunglasses eased, Lu Fan regained his pride, “Listen
well, my uncle is the lord of Yuancheng City, Lu Yingjie! I said you are very brave, dare
to be on the ground in Yuancheng City. Loan usury, the principal of 30 million, dare to
roll to 100 million? Still dare to threaten Tao Ziqiang’s life safety in front of me? I don’t
know if I tell my uncle, the city lord, what will happen to you! “

When Lu Fan said these words, he was full of official accents and full of domineering,
which excited all the Tao family members present. Tao Ziqiang flushed with joy and wept
with joy, thinking that he was saved.

Feeling the Tao family’s admiration and gratitude to him, the smile on Lu Fan’s face
became even more intense. At this moment, he felt that he was the savior.

However, Wayne Lin could see that the other party didn’t put Lu Fan’s identity at all. His
face was just a little surprised, without any fear.

“Lord Lu Yingjie is your uncle?” The man in suit and sunglasses asked with a smile.

Lu Fan was trembling now, as if he had seen the scene of the other person being
scared and asking for mercy, so he didn’t see the other person’s expression, it was not
afraid at all.

“Yes! Why, I’m afraid now?” Lu Fan sneered and said, “Unfortunately, it’s late, you guys
are breaking the law, enough to catch you guys!”

Tao Ziqiang was even more excited when he heard it. He quickly said to Lu Fan,
“Fortunately, Master Lu, you are here. You are my savior. Yu Rong is really a blessing
for her to marry you for ten years. !”



The other Tao family members also flattered, “Yeah, yeah, Lu Gongzi is really amazing,
and their identity scares them stupidly.”

“I think, you should tell Lord City Lord to bring them to justice and take them to jail!”

Peng Yulu also stood up and said, “Master Lu, this time our Tao family really thank you
so much. Let’s stay overnight tonight. I will let Yu Rong make your bedding.”

When Lu Fan heard this, his eyes lighted up. As an adult, he didn’t even know what
Peng Yulu meant. It was to let him and Tao Sanniang cook mature rice.

He couldn’t help looking at Tao Sanniang, and seeing Tao Sanniang’s hot body, his
heart was hot and he swallowed constantly.

At this moment, the man in the suit and sunglasses burst into laughter. Not only him, but
other men in the suit also laughed. Looking at Lu Fan, he seemed to be watching a
joke.

Lu Fan was upset in an instant, he cursed: “Hey, the surname is Ding! You still dare to
laugh, do you really think I dare not tell the city lord!”

The man in the suit and sunglasses stepped forward, staring at Lu Fan, and said
disdainfully: “What big person I said, it turned out to be Lu Yingjie’s wasteful nephew,
cut it!”

He called the city lord a trash, his gestures were full of disdain and contempt, and he
didn’t put Lu Yingjie in his eyes at all, making Lu Fan stunned in an instant.

As long as the other Tao family members had their eyes wide open, they couldn’t react
for a while. In their opinion, City Lord Lu Yingjie was the most powerful person in Source
City. Now this President Ding dare to insult the City Lord in public?

Even Tao Sanniang was surprised. As a native of Yuancheng, she naturally knew what
the city lord represented.

“You, you…” Lu Fan was furious, pointing at the nose of the man in suit and sunglasses,
and yelled, “You dare to insult Lord Santos in public, you are looking for death! I’m going
to call Santo and ask him to rule. Your sin!”



With that, he was about to take out his cell phone and call the city lord.

The man in the suit and sunglasses did not stop him, and he looked at Lu Fan coldly,
just watching a clown.

After a while, Lu Fan got through and he turned on the speaker on purpose, “Hey, Uncle
City Lord, are you free to chat now? I have one thing to tell you.”

There was a slightly tired voice on the phone, “What’s the matter?”

“It’s like this…” Lu Fan said what was happening just now, and finally said: “Uncle, the
surname Ding is too arrogant. I just call you rubbish! I said it was your nephew. I was
taught a lesson by him, so I can’t tell you anything!”

When Lu Yingjie heard it, he became furious, slammed the table and cursed: “It is
unreasonable, there are such arrogant beasts, where are you, I will send someone over
now!”

After hearing this, Lu Fan was overjoyed and hurriedly reported his position to Lu
Yingjie. The other Tao family members were also overjoyed.

However, at this moment, the man in suit and sunglasses said to Lu Fan’s phone, “Lu
Yingjie, are you brave enough to call me a brute? Very good, I remember!”

The man in the suit and sunglasses was full of coldness and anger. Lu Yingjie was
obviously silent for a while, and then he said anxiously: “Ms. Ding, is it you?”

“Otherwise, who do you think it is?” The man in suit and sunglasses continued coldly: “I
will report today’s matter to the boss. I don’t know if you can be so beautiful then!”

Suddenly, Lu Yingjie became visibly panicked after hearing this, and said quickly:
“Misunderstanding, misunderstanding, this is a misunderstanding! Mr. Ding, I don’t know
that Lu Fan, the bastard provoke you, is you! Lu Fan! Ah, even Mr. Ding dared to offend
him, you f*cking kneel down and apologize to Mr. Ding right now, or you just wait to
die!!!

When Lu Fan heard the roar on the phone, he was completely stupid. With his mouth
wide open, he could swallow an egg and looked at the man in suit and sunglasses on
the opposite side like a ghost.



He grew up and he had never seen Lu Yingjie look so anxious and fearful. In that case,
this surnamed Ding is really a big man, and he is far from offending!

For an instant, his heart was ashamed, his face lost his blood, his legs were trembling
and he was shaking.

As for the other Tao family members, they are no better than him, and they are even
more afraid.

Oh my god, even the lord of the city must be afraid of people, how big is the backing of
the other party?

At this moment all of them were extremely scared.

The man in a suit and sunglasses walked over, pinched Lu Fan’s face, and said
jokingly: “City Lord Nephew, right? You were arrogant just now, and you want to take me
to jail? Now you are acting!”

Lu Fan’s face was pinched and deformed, and his whole body was trembling in pain,
but he did not dare to resist, because he was completely frightened.

“President Ding, yes, sorry…” Lu Fan cried and begged for mercy.

The man in the suit and sunglasses kicked him and kicked directly into Lu Fan’s crotch.
With great force, he kicked him upside down. Everyone vaguely heard the sound of
broken eggs, and Lu Fan let out a scream.

“Grass and mud horse, a rubbish, dare not pretend to be in front of Lao Tzu? I don’t
know how to write death words!” The man in suit and sunglasses looked fierce and
looked fierce. Many Taoists were so scared to cry, especially Tao Ziqiang, even more.
Needless to say, he was already limp on the ground.

Tao Sanniang is also very frightened. Anyway, these are her family members. If
something really happens, she can’t bear it.

The man in the suit and sunglasses swept across everyone, and said in a cold voice:
“Who else has a bigger background and wants to protect Tao Ziqiang? Stand up for me!
Isn’t it all? Good, Tao Ziqiang, I will ask you now, today Can you pay me a hundred
million, no, you just die.”



Tao Ziqiang was so frightened that he was fighting with his teeth. He knelt in front of the
man in suit and sunglasses, begging for mercy: “President Ding, I was wrong, I was
wrong, I really can’t get one hundred million now. I can’t forgive for a few more months, I
don’t want to die, I really don’t want to die, oooooo…”

The other Tao family members felt particularly uncomfortable when they saw Tao
Ziqiang’s collapse, and they became even more panicked.

The man in a suit and sunglasses smiled coldly, “Don’t want to die? Now your life is not
your turn. Your dog’s life is mine! Come on, drag this guy away for me.”

“Yes! President Ding.”

Two men in suits came out and wanted to drag Tao Ziqiang away. However, at this
moment, a tall figure came out and said lightly, “Ms. Ding, have you passed?”

Everyone looked over, and it was Wayne Lin, looking lazily.
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With a sigh, everyone’s eyes turned to Wayne Lin.

Tao Sanniang was stunned for a moment, and then became excited. Yes, why did she
forget Wayne Lin? With Wayne Lin, is she afraid that she won’t be able to keep the Tao
family?

As for Peng Yulu and others, it was a completely different reaction. Their expressions
changed drastically, thinking that Wayne Lin was completely dying, and was going to kill
them!



Peng Yulu cursed immediately: “Hey, you are looking for death, dare to talk back to
President Ding?!”

Then she immediately said to the man in the suit and sunglasses: “President Ding, this
person is not from our Tao family, and has nothing to do with our Tao family.”

The other Tao family members also quickly separated their relationships.

Think that Wayne Lin is the star of the dead, for fear of being involved by Wayne Lin.

Tao Sanniang was very annoyed when she saw this scene, and felt ashamed of having
such a family.

Lu Fan, who was screaming on the ground, saw Wayne Lin dared to jump out and
pretend at this juncture. He was immediately happy. He thought that Wayne Lin was
really a fool, and even the city lord could not hold him back. He was a little white-collar
worker and could not be effective. ?

He had already seen Wayne Lin kneeling down and begging for mercy.

President Ding looked at Wayne Lin. He didn’t know why, but Wayne Lin felt familiar, as
if he had seen him somewhere.

“Who are you? I really think that Ding Yan is a good person, I won’t kill you guys, right?”
The man in suit and sunglasses became impatient. He is a big figure who came to catch
Tao Ziqiang himself. He also dared to stop him, which made him very unhappy.

A group of Tao people in the house all gloated and thought that Wayne Lin was dying.
He was really an idiot. There was a big man in front of him who even the lord of the city
would respect, and Wayne Lin even dared to come out and pretend.

Lu Fan couldn’t help but laugh out loud.

Wayne Lin smiled at this, he said directly to Ding Yan: “My name is Wayne Lin, and your
boss should know me.”

“Haha, it’s funny to me. Just for your virtue, you dare to speak up about my boss… Wait
a minute!” Suddenly, Ding Yan realized something. He opened his eyes and looked at
Wayne Lin, “You just said you were called What’s the name?”



“Wayne Lin.” Tao Sanniang said from the side, squinting, “Why, you were there at Gu
Hanxing’s birthday party the other day?”

“f*ck!”

Hearing this, Ding Yan immediately shook his body and his eyes widened. He
remembered instantly that Wayne Lin in front of him was the master who killed Wu Meizi
in front of more than 3,000 people a few days ago. !

For a while, his legs felt a little weak.

He was not there that day, but he had a friend there. He also watched the video taken
by his friend yesterday. It was very vague, but you can roughly recognize it. The young
man in front of him is Wayne Lin! No wonder he looked familiar to Wayne Lin just now.

Wu Meizi is already a sideways existence in Province G. His boss has to be respectful
when he sees Wu Meizi, but Wayne Lin is the horrible existence that killed Wu Meizi!

The transcendent master of the innate realm, what is transcendent, is transcendence,
and has been separated from the level of mortals.

Even though he was very prestigious just now, even the city lord Lu Yingjie was in awe,
because Lu Yingjie had a handle in his boss’s hands, and he was a dead end if he
dared to offend his boss.

But the Wayne Lin in front of him is now the person who is going to fudge in the entire
province of G. Just the day before yesterday, his boss told him that Wayne Lin is an
absolute genius, and his future is unlimited. As a result, he met Wayne Lin now. And it
looks really young!

&nb

“Lin Linlin, Lord Lin, is it you? Xiaoding has eyes but no knowledge of Mount Tai, and
did not recognize Lord Lin. Please forgive him and forgive him!” Ding Yan’s feet were
weak and full Face panic, apologize to Wayne Lin.

There was a boom.



Everyone in the room was stunned when they saw this scene, thinking that they had
hallucinations, and Mr. Ding, who was so egg-blooded with the city lord, actually
panicked like this in front of Wayne Lin?

really!

The smile on Tao Sanniang’s face couldn’t be suppressed, she was especially happy
and proud. Wayne Lin was her man. The more beautiful, the more face she would be.

Wayne Lin nodded lightly and said, “I can’t tell that you still know me. You were there
that day?”

Ding Yan swallowed. He is both nervous and excited now. This is Lin Ye who is currently
the most popular in G province! Even Brian Gu, Wu Meizi, such a great master, died in
the hands of Master Lin. I didn’t expect him to see him again. It was great!

“No, no, not present, but I later watched the video taken by a friend who went to the
scene, and was fortunate to witness your demeanor Lin!” Ding Yan boldly took the first
two steps, bent over, and put his posture down. Lowest, said: “Lin Ye, I am your fan, can
you sign me?”

Wayne Lin was a little stunned. He didn’t expect Ding Yan to let him sign. This feeling
was quite strange, but he could understand that with his current reputation, he was
bigger than an international star in the top class. I don’t know how many people line up
to flatter him.

He waved his hand and said, “It’s fine for the signature. Give me a face on this matter
today. Let me put it aside.”

Ding Yan is not stupid, he immediately realized that the feelings of Master Lin and Tao
Family are related! He quickly found Tao Sanniang who was holding Wayne Lin’s arm,
and he probably guessed that Tao Sanniang was from the Tao family.

So he couldn’t help breaking out in a cold sweat. Shouldn’t he offend Master Lin?

He hurriedly said: “Lin’s anger is calmed down. I don’t know that the Tao family is
related to Lin’s. If I know, and give me a hundred courage, I don’t dare to come up to the
Tao family to make trouble! Since Tao Ziqiang is Lin’s person, then Even if Tao Ziqiang
owes me the money, there is no need to pay it back, ha ha.”



When these words were said, many Tao family members were immediately
dumbfounded, and Tao Ziqiang’s brain burst and was exploded, surrounded him with
huge ecstasy, his eyes flushed in excitement, and he gasped for breath!

Because of this incident, in the past six months, the people who tortured him were not
like people, and ghosts were not like ghosts. Many times he had thoughts of suicide. It
was his family and children that gave him the meaning of living.

And now, Wayne Lin’s words have solved his huge trouble!

In an instant, tears burst into his eyes, and his whole body was shaking violently with
excitement.

As for Peng Yulu, she was also stunned, completely shocked, she never thought that
the object Tao Sanniang brought back with such a big background would write off the
debt of 100 million in one sentence!

Wayne Lin didn’t answer immediately, but looked at Tao Sanniang and said with a smile:
“What do you think? Do you want to sell him a face?”

Ding Yan was originally very excited, but when he heard Wayne Lin’s words, his scalp
was numb and cold sweat broke out. He is a wise man, and he can’t hear it. Wayne Lin
means that he doesn’t have to let it go. He just made things difficult for the Tao family.

Without hesitation, he knelt in front of Wayne Lin, slapped himself on the face, and
confessed: “Lin Ye, it was my fault just now. I didn’t investigate the relationship between
the Tao family and Wayne Lin in advance and offended Tao. Home, damn me! Please
also Master Lin have a lot, forgive me this time!”

After speaking, Ding Yan plopped his head.

A group of men in suits behind him also knelt and kowtowed, and the scene was
extremely shocking for a while.

Chapter 417
Tao Sanniang was stunned. She didn’t expect Wayne Lin to tell her like this, whether
she wanted to teach Ding Yan a lesson or not. Wayne Lin regarded her as her own!



For a while, she was so moved that her nose became sore, her eyes turned red, and
she had the urge to cry.

She was a native of Yuancheng. She ran to Hwadrid to work hard at the time. By
chance, she was found by her master. She went to the teacher’s door, learned a charm
technique and came back. She climbed step by step in Yuntian Pavilion, surrounded by
her. Countless men, but these men are all trying to possess her.

She tried her best and stayed beside these men, still keeping her innocence. No one
knows how much effort she put in and how empty she was. When she thought about
getting a man’s care, she didn’t need to work so hard. Up.

This man never appeared until she met Wayne Lin, the first man who didn’t covet her
beauty, and then, through several contacts, she fell in love with Wayne Lin without any
reason and without warning.

Finally through her efforts, Wayne Lin accepted her, and now that Wayne Lin’s care and
care for her really penetrated her heart, the tear glands suddenly collapsed and tears
flowed out.

Her reaction shocked Wayne Lin, and quickly said, “Hey, Sanniang, what’s wrong with
you? Are you angry with this surname Ding! Don’t worry, I won’t let you go for nothing.
Aggrieved.”

Wayne Lin’s smile immediately faded, and a pair of eyes looked at Ding Yan coldly, full
of anger and murder.

In an instant, an aura that ruined the world and the earth emanated from Wayne Lin,
filling the entire house, and pressing toward Ding Yan and the others!

“Ding Yan! You are looking for death!!”

When Wayne Lin said this, it seemed like Thunder King went to the ground, booming.

Ding Yan is just a martial artist in the realm of a master. How can he withstand Wayne
Lin’s anger? At the moment, he was pressed to the top by Mount Tai. The whole person
felt unprecedented pressure, and his whole person was pressed on the ground, and the
bones made a click. Even his five internal organs were oppressed, and a mouthful of
blood came out when he opened.



Just kidding, Wayne Lin, as an upper-level master of the Innate Realm, is only one step
away from the peak, especially after he and Wu Meizi’s fight to the death, he felt the
pressure of Wu Meizi’s spiritual level, invisibly, his spiritual power also increased. A lot,
and now it is not a simple matter to oppress a group of ants in the realm of masters.

Not only Ding Yan, but Peng Yulu and other Tao family members were all blank and
shivering.

Tao Sanniang reacted, and she quickly said: “Wayne, you misunderstood, I didn’t mean
to embarrass Ding Yan! I cried because I was moved, so don’t make a mistake.”

“What?” Wayne Lin was stunned at the moment, and the aura that radiated from him
also disappeared.

Ding Yan and other talents breathed a sigh of relief, panting for breath, their whole body
wet with sweat, as if they were fished out of water.

Now he raised his head and looked at Wayne Lin’s eyes, full of fear. He was no longer
looking at a person, but at a demon god. Wayne Lin’s aura was too terrifying just now,
and he was considered a world-famous person. He is a character, but he has never
experienced this kind of horror, as if he had gone to hell!

No wonder Wayne Lin was able to kill Wu Meizi and became the best in province g.
Now it seems that Wayne Lin is fully qualified for this. It is really terrifying!

“Lin’s forgiveness, Lin’s forgiveness!” Ding Yan quickly kowtowed his head for mercy
and banged the floor. After a while, his forehead became bloody.

Tao Sanniang said: “Wayne, you shouldn’t embarrass them. I don’t think Ding Yan knew
you were here at first, otherwise he wouldn’t dare to offend.”

Ding Yan quickly explained: “Master Lin, Madam is right, I really don’t know you are
here, Master Lin, I am willing to spend a billion to make amends, Master Lin!”

Billion!

Just to make amends!



Now the Tao family members have their mouths wide open, and their hearts are a little
numb. They can’t imagine how big a person Wayne Lin is.

As for Lu Fan, he was already scared to the extreme, trembling constantly, for fear that
Wayne Lin would hold grudges and make trouble for him.

Wayne Lin couldn’t laugh or cry when she heard Tao Sanniang’s words, feeling she had
just misunderstood.

He looked at Ding Yan who was about to pee his pants. He was embarrassed and
waved his hand and said: “Okay, get up, my woman said yes, you really don’t know that
I am here. Those who do not know are not guilty. You don’t have to, just don’t trouble
the Tao family in the future.”

Ding Yan breathed a sigh of relief and knocked Wayne Lin three more heads. After
solemnly thanking him, he stood up and said, “Master Lin, don’t worry, I will retreat when
I see the Tao family!”

Wayne Lin waved his hand and said, “Okay, let’s go.”

Ding Yan didn’t leave immediately, but cautiously said: “Lin, our boss has always
admired you and wants to see you. I don’t know if Lin has this time to have a meal with
our boss?”

Through the conversation between Ding Yan and Lu Yingjie just now, Wayne Lin
probably also knew that Ding Yan’s boss had a lot of background.

He thought about it and said, “When will your boss be free?”

Ding Yan was overjoyed and said quickly: “My boss is available at any time! Why don’t I
just call my boss now? Is it okay?”

“What do you think?” Wayne Lin asked, looking at Tao Sanniang.

Tao Sanniang thought for a while and said, “Since Ding Yan’s boss is so enthusiastic,
it’s better to choose a day than hit the sun. Shall we have dinner together tonight?”

“Okay.” Wayne Lin nodded and said directly to Ding Yan: “Then tell your boss, let’s eat
tonight.”



“Okay, okay! I will tell my boss! Great! My boss will be very happy if he knows that he
can have dinner with Master Lin!” Ding Yan was in a state of madness, extremely
excited, Wayne Lin watched As he knocked his bloody forehead, blood was flowing all
over his face, and he was a little bit embarrassed.

With a wave, they dismissed them.

After Ding Yan and the others left, the room fell into absolute silence. Everyone looked
at Wayne Lin with awe, admiration, excitement, excitement, panic, regret…

Wayne Lin has long been familiar with this kind of scene, but he didn’t have any
disturbances, anyway, his source city this time was purely for Tao Sanniang’s face.

Tao Sanniang was particularly relieved now, and said with her hands on her chest, “Why
didn’t you talk anymore, didn’t you guys speak well? By the way, who said that you want
to kick Wayne out? Now you are doing it. .”

All the Tao family members were afraid to speak, lowered their heads, very afraid and
regretful.

Tao Sanniang snorted heavily, very happy.

At this time Tao Ziqiang came over, rubbed his hands, and said excitedly and gratefully:
“Sanya, Master Lin, thank you for the matter just now, thank you very much!”

Tao Ziqiang’s wife and children also came over to express their gratitude to Tao
Sanniang and Wayne Lin, especially to Wayne Lin.

Peng Yulu came back to her senses, she was full of excitement, and she walked over
and said: “Yu Rong, I know you have something to do and found a big man. Mom is
really proud of you, haha!”

Many Tao people also started to flatter.

“Really?” Tao Sanniang said with a nonchalant smile: “You just kept scolding me for
being ignorant and brought me some rubbish back? Why don’t you tell me now?”

Hearing her words, all Tao family members were embarrassed.



At this time Tao Sanniang turned her gaze on Lu Fan and said, “Master Lu, weren’t you
very prestigious just now? How could this be persuaded?”

Lu Fan was shocked all over his body and was about to cry.

Chapter 418
In the end, Lu Fan ran away griefly, panicked when he left, and hit the threshold, fell a
dog to eat shit, and he was as embarrassed as he was.

As for Wayne Lin, he listened to Tao Sanniang’s arrangement and stayed for lunch.

After what happened just now, everyone in the Tao family had a different attitude
towards Wayne Lin. When the emperor offered it, it is no exaggeration to say that even
if Wayne Lin asked them to eat shit, they would have to do it. They dare not. The
slightest complaint.

Tao Sanniang was also more enthusiastic towards him, wishing her body would stick to
him, which made him quite embarrassed.

After lunch, Tao Sanniang suggested to go for a drive to take Wayne Lin to appreciate
the customs of her hometown. Wayne Lin had nothing to do anyway, and he agreed.

The economy of Yuancheng is not as good as that of Hwadrid and Fengcheng, but the
air is really good, with mountains and waters, and outstanding people. Wayne Lin
discovered that the skin of Yuancheng people is generally better than that of Hwadrid
people.

It is no wonder that such a stunner like Tao Sanniang can be born.

Tao Sanniang was in a particularly good mood today. People who passed by could feel
her happiness far away. Seeing her so happy, Wayne Lin’s mood also improved a lot.

To be honest, when he first met, he never thought about having such a day with Tao
Sanniang. To be honest, his first impression of Tao Sanniang was not good, and she felt
Tao Sanniang was very demon.



As a result, it turned out that there was a problem with his vision. Tao Sanniang was just
too good at charming skills. She was not a watery person in her bones. Otherwise, she
would never be able to remain in the dust and still maintain her perfect body.

However, Tao Sanniang is so obsessed with him, it still makes him a little headache, is it
really going to eat Tao Sanniang?

When he was in a daze, Tao Sanniang changed his clothes, walked out of the fitting
room, turned around in front of him, and asked nervously and expectantly, “How about
it, does this dress look good?”

Wayne Lin returned to his senses, looked over, and was shocked immediately. He saw
Tao Sanniang wearing fashionable clothes, which not only reflected Tao Sanniang’s
figure well, but also the key temperament was outstanding, trendy and elegant. .

In the clothing store, there were still many men whose eyes fell on Tao Sanniang,
unable to move them away.

Even some women showed expressions of amazement. There is no way, Tao Sanniang
at this moment is so beautiful!

With her charming technique, she has already practiced to the top level, and between
her smiles, she exudes the charm and charm that other women don’t have, which
affects the eyes of the surroundings.

Wayne Lin nodded sincerely and said, “Well, it’s not bad, it’s pretty.”

“Really?” Tao Sanniang’s eyes immediately showed surprise.

“Of course it is true. If you don’t believe it, look in the mirror yourself.” Wayne Lin said
with a smile.

Tao Sanniang said, “That’s it, hehe.”

“it is good.”

Next, Tao Sanniang tried several sets of clothes with different styles, all of which looked
particularly good. Anyway, just one word, buy, buy, buy.



Finally, when Tao Sanniang passed by a clothing store, she went in and bought a few,
especially the bold one. She even reached Wayne Lin’s ear and exhaled and said
fragrantly, “When I go back tonight, I will wear them to you. , You are a pervert.”

Guru!

Immediately, Wayne Lin swallowed heavily, and his heartbeat accelerated a lot.

Damn, Tao Sanniang’s figure was so foul, if you wear those clothes with great visual
impact, you must not let him explode!

But he was still looking forward to it, after all, Tao Sanniang is the best stunner!

Next, Tao Sanniang took Wayne Lin around for a while, bought a lot of clothes, ate a lot
of snacks, and had fun before they were ready to go home.

After returning home, the Tao family was flattering and flattering, which was completely
opposite to the treatment he had received in the morning.

In the evening, he received a call from Ding Yan, with a particularly humble tone, asking
Wayne Lin if he is free now, and he used to eat. He said that his boss had booked a box
in the highest standard restaurant in Yuancheng, waiting for him to go. time to eat.

Wayne Lin said yes, Ding Yan was overjoyed immediately, and said that their car had
reached the gate of the community, and came to pick Wayne Lin in person.

Wayne Lin was not ashamed of Ding Yan’s enthusiasm. With his current status, there
are more people who want to eat with him.

He was not hypocritical, called Tao Sanniang and passed by.

During the period, Peng Yulu also wanted to go, saying that she was seeing the world,
but she was rejected by Tao Sanniang. She knew Peng Yulu’s virtues very well. Once
she took her there, she would definitely embarrass them, if she was embarrassed.
Forget it, the key is to lose Wayne Lin’s face, which she would never agree to.

After Peng Yulu was rejected, she was very unhappy, but she didn’t dare to show it, so
she had to scold Tao Sanniang for being unfilial.



Ding Yan’s boss is also a master, not in the congenital realm, but at the peak of the day
after tomorrow, and Wayne Lin can tell at a glance that he has swallowed marrow pill
twice.

“Hello, Lord Lin! You are really fortunate to be able to come over for dinner!”

Jiang Liqun was waiting on the first floor of the restaurant, and when he saw Wayne Lin
getting off the car, he immediately smiled and walked over.

Wayne Lin also smiled and said, “Mr Jiang, hello.”

Jiang Liqun said flatteredly: “Master Lin, do you know me?”

Wayne Lin said, “In the car just now, Xiaoding introduced it.”

Jiang Liqun was a little embarrassed, but for a person like him, he quickly returned to
normal. It was almost impossible for people to realize that he was embarrassed. Haha,
and then began to entertain Wayne Lin and Tao Sanniang.

His interpersonal skills are very good, and there are always topics, which makes it very
comfortable to talk. His sister-in-law, one by one, also shouts Tao Sanniang very happy,
and has a better impression of him.

When he walked to the box, Wayne Lin suddenly said, “President Jiang made me
special, is he trying to break through the innate realm?”

Jiang Liqun was taken aback for a while, and then he stunned a lot, gave a thumbs up,
and said with admiration: “Lin Ye is really Lin Ye, hit the nail on the head! I really want to
break through the innate realm, I don’t know. What can Master Lin do?”

Wayne Lin smiled without saying a word, and sat down generously.

Jiang Liqun would not be embarrassed either. He knew that Wayne Lin was testing his
sincerity.

Jiang Liqun stood up personally, poured wine to Wayne Lin, and said sincerely: “Master
Lin, if you can help me break through the innate realm, Jiang is willing to transfer half of
the industry to Master Lin!”



When he said this, the other people in the box were stunned and their eyes widened,
especially Ding Yan. His eyes were full of disbelief.

As Jiang Liqun’s subordinate for many years, he knows better than anyone that Jiang
Liqun’s industry is valuable. This directly transfers half of it to Wayne Lin, which is worth
tens of billions!

Even Tao Sanniang had a lot of shortness of breath. Just after sitting down, she heard
such stimulating words!

As a native of Yuancheng, Tao Sanniang also knows how big Jiang Liqun’s industry is.

However, Wayne Lin didn’t respond. He didn’t even change his expression. He leisurely
picked up the wine glass and sipped it lightly.


